
PRIVACY IMPLEMENTATION 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are intended as a way to begin a conversation about implementation. Please see
 http://demo-us.ado.ai.accenture.com/murrayw-testbuilds/w3c/webapp/samplePage.html 

as a (quickly devised) set of  sample code that demonstrates some of  these concepts. 

REQUIREMENTS

The privacy implementation should be as simple and clean as possible. The balance 
between simplicity and comprehensiveness is a delicate and important matter. Something that is 

something that is too complex to follow.

Privacy information is metadata and should be handled accordingly.
information about the level of  privacy or security or sensitivity of  portions of  the data layer is 
data that describes data. It should not be mixed-in with the data layer itself.

Implementation and enforcement should be modular and vendor-independent. If  

should allow systems from different vendors to work together; it should be possible to replace 
vendors without completely disrupting the client’s installation. Systems should be loosely coupled 
whenever possible.

The privacy implementation should be complete and extendable. This may be our 
only opportunity to create an interoperable system. There’s no reason we can’t design a set of  
functional recommendations that vendors can use to create a healthy ecosystem of  tools.

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Break privacy information into four categories:

1.
2.
3.
4.  Mapping of  Privacy to nodes and branches of  the Data Layer



not be intermingled with the data layer itself. I recommend a system akin to CSS rules whereby 

could include a default set of  privacy rules for the most common portions of  the data layer. For 

Use Inversion of  Control (IoC) and Delegation for implementation. By allowing the 

and offer specialized privacy-enforcement software.

The data layer should not be accessed (read or written) directly.

can in fact hide data in a way similar 

If  the implementer doesn’t care about privacy, a simple get() method should 
return the entire data layer tree. If  implementers and vendors see that a simple 

solution.


